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Proposal Four: Change Method of Assignment of Debit Card Fees to Products 
 

 
 

OBJECTIVE: The Postal Service proposes to change the method of assignment of debit 

card fees in the component named Retail Credit Card Fees (Component No. 126) in 

Cost Segment Thirteen.   

 
BACKGROUND: 
 

In Docket No. RM2015-4, Proposal Eleven, the Commission approved the  

methodology used in FY 2014, FY 2015, and FY 2016, which treats the expenses 

relating to credit card and debit card fees as fully volume variable, and assigns the fee 

expenses to products in the same proportions as the Postal Service revenue realized 

from aggregate credit and debit card transactions.1  In preparing the 2017 ACR, the 

Postal Service recognized two flaws in that methodology.  One, it assigned aggregate 

card fees, using the total of both credit card fees and debit card fees in the calculation of 

distribution factors. This assumes that the transactions occurring on credit cards are 

similar to those occurring on debit cards. However, this assumption is not true for all 

products. For example, Priority Mail generates more revenue from credit card 

expenditure than debit cards; and Money Orders cannot be purchased on credit cards. 

When calculating a distribution key, card type becomes more important when 

considering that total credit card fees are almost four times greater than those of debit 

cards. The result of the incorrect assumption was a misallocation of fees, especially 

where products are more heavily purchased on one card type versus another. 
                                              

1  Order No. 2350 (February 9, 2015).  Prior to that time, these card fees were 

treated with the same variability and distribution as window labor costs.  As noted on 
page 4 of Order No. 2350, however, a very small portion of the expenses relate to 
nonpostal activities and are not distributed to postal products.  
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Two, the distribution factors applied in that approach did not fully align with actual 

fee expense incurrence.  This is easily demonstrated for Money Orders.  In the case of 

Money Orders, the only “revenue” being associated with the transaction to determine 

the Money Order share of total “revenue” for distribution purposes was the Special 

Services fee being charged by the Postal Service to the customer. 2  The amount the 

Postal Service pays to the card provider, however, is based in part on the entire 

transaction amount, including the face value of the Money Order, rather than just the 

much smaller Special Service fee amount.  Thus, the previous assignment method for 

Money Orders was clearly erroneous. 3  The result of this error in FY 2016 was that only 

$535 thousand in card fees were assigned to Money Orders, despite Money Orders with 

face amounts of approximately $5.5 billion being purchased with debit cards.  In an 

effort to address both of these flaws, the Postal Service introduced two refinements in 

its 2017 ACR filing.  One, credit and debit card fees were segregated for the purpose of 

developing different sets of distribution factors for debit and credit card fees.  Two, the 

set of distribution factors for debit cards used the aggregate face value of Money Orders 

purchased with debit cards in conjunction with the revenue from all other products.4  

After the FY 2017 ACR filing, additional information came to light about the 

incurrence of debit card fees.  With this information, the Postal Service produced a 

model attempting to account for the recognized major components of debit card fees, 

                                              
2  In FY2017, the charge for a Money Order less than $500 was $1.20 and from 

$500.01 to $1000 was $ 1.60. Additionally, as noted, Money Orders cannot be 
purchased with a credit card. 

3   Moreover, because a set of distribution factors necessarily adds to unity, an 
erroneous assignment in one distribution factor necessarily results in erroneous factors 
for all products.   

4  See USPS-FY17-32 Preface for additional details on the corrections filed. 
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and notified the Commission in a supplemental response to Chairman’s Information 

Request No. 2, filed on February 23, 2018.  (More discussion of that model appears 

below.)  In the FY 2017 ACD, the Commission did not rely on that model, but instead 

requested that the Postal Service “continue its investigation into debit card attribution 

and update the Commission on its progress and any potential corresponding 

methodological changes.”   FY 2017 ACD at 64.   This proposal is a result of the 

investigation.  

 

 
PROPOSAL: 

 

The Postal Service proposes that the total amount of debit card fee expense 

(approximately $58.6 million for FY 2017), would first be disaggregated into transactions 

and proceeds cost pools.  The amount in the transactions cost pool is determined by 

multiplying the relevant number of regulated transactions by the approximate per 

transaction cost (which in turn is based on Federal Reserve regulations).5  However, 

since not all transactions are regulated, to determine the relevant number of applicable 

transactions, the total number of transactions would first be multiplied by the proportion 

of regulated transactions (65 percent in FY 2017), and that subset of regulated 

transactions is then multiplied by the approximate per transaction cost to calculate the 

                                              
5  See the final rule from the Federal Reserve 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/ pressreleases/bcreg20110629a.htm.   

 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/%20pressreleases/bcreg20110629a.htm
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transactions cost pool.6  The residual amount after the transactions cost pool has been 

derived is assigned to the proceeds cost pool.  In FY 2017, these calculations result in 

approximately $21.3 million in the transactions pool (150 million transactions x 0.65 

regulated ratio x $0.22 per transaction) and $37.3 million ($58.6 M - $21.3 M) in the 

proceeds cost pool.    

Expenses in the transaction cost pool are assigned to products proportionally 

based on the number of tenders captured from the Retail Data Mart (RDM).  Expenses 

in the proceeds cost pool are assigned to products in proportion to the total proceeds 

realized with debit cards (the same distribution key used for the entire debit card 

expense in the filed FY 2017 method).  The final debit fee assigned to each product is 

the sum of the respective amounts in the transactions and proceeds cost pools. 

The Proposal Four method described above and presented in the instant docket 

closely reflects the method presented in the supplemental response filed in Docket No. 

ACR2017 to ChIR No. 2, Question 1.b.  It differs from the method presented in the 

supplemental response because the Proposal Four method presented here accounts for 

the fact that roughly 65 percent of debit card transactions are regulated, meaning they 

adhere to the Durbin amendment (described below).  In contrast, the supplemental 

response implicitly assumed that 100 percent of the transactions were regulated.  

 

RATIONALE 

In updating the methodology for the attribution of debit card fees, the Postal 

Service is utilizing an approach that more closely aligns with the manner in which debit 

                                              
6   Although 65 percent would have been the applicable share in FY 2017, the 

Proposal Four methodology allows the percentage of regulated transactions to be 
updated each year based on the most current proportions. 
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card fees are incurred.  In general, debit card transactions can be classified as either 

regulated or unregulated, which refers to the regulation of interchange fees, one of the 

types of fees that may be incurred when utilizing a debit card.  Interchange fees are by 

far the largest categorical contributor to total debit card processing fees for a 

transaction.  

Provisions permitting the Federal Reserve Board to issue limits on some debit 

card interchange fees were introduced within the Durbin Amendment, as a part of the 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010.  In 2011, the 

Federal Reserve instituted a rule for regulated transactions that limited debit card fees 

to 21 cents per transaction plus 0.05 percent of the transaction and one additional cent 

for fraud protection costs.  Debit card issuers with assets greater than or equal to ten 

billion dollars are regulated by the Federal Reserve.  Conversely, debit card issuers with 

assets under ten billion dollars are exempt from the interchange fee cap and are 

considered unregulated.  On average, unregulated networks tend to have higher 

interchange fees and a greater variance in fees between networks.  In FY 2017, 

approximately 65 percent of the Postal Service’s debit card transactions were classified 

as regulated, and 35 percent as unregulated. 

Under the proposed methodology, 22 cents of interchange fees are accounted 

for in the transactions cost pool, but that fee is only appropriately applied to regulated 

transactions (65 percent of Postal Service debit transactions in FY 2017).  The 

transaction amount based portion of interchange fees (0.05 percent of transaction), 

along with the other debit card fees, including fees for unregulated transactions, are 

considered within the proceeds cost pool. 
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As previously mentioned, unregulated debit transactions also have interchange 

fees, but the manner in which they are determined varies depending on the network.  

Another distribution method was considered which tried to calculate a weighted average 

interchange fee using data for both unregulated and regulated transactions, and then 

multiplied this average by the number of transactions for FY 2017.  However, this 

experiment resulted in a calculated transactions cost pool that alone contained more 

fees than the total known value for debit card fees from accounting data.  Due to this 

result, and the nature of unregulated interchange fees, these fees are instead 

accounted for in the proposed methodology within the proceeds cost pool. 

Proposal Four helps to ameliorate an obvious bias in the FY 2017 methodology 

caused by ignoring the per-transaction component of the fee expense incurrence.   

When per-transaction fees are applicable, a simple method that relies entirely on 

revenue shares to distribute all fee expenses to products would only treat all products 

equally if all products happened to have the same average revenue per transaction.  

Otherwise, products with below-average revenues per transaction would implicitly 

receive less than their appropriate share of the functionally invisible per-transaction 

component, and products with above-average revenues per transaction would receive 

more than their fair share.  The previous method overstated debit card fees assigned to 

Money Orders, because Money Order transactions often entail significantly higher 

transaction amounts compared to other products.  In fact, FY 2017 proceeds from 

Money Order transactions were 72 percent ($5.7 B) of all proceeds from debit cards, yet 

Money Order transactions constituted only a small fraction of that percentage of total 

debit card transactions. 
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Because the average revenue per transaction for Money Orders is substantially 

above the average, using revenue shares to distribute the per-transaction portion of fee 

expenses necessarily accrues to the detriment of accuracy in the assignment of debit 

card fees to Money Orders.  Accordingly, when the 2017 ACR methodology assigned 

72 percent ($42 M) of the total $58.6 M in costs from debit card fees to Money Orders, 

ignoring the per-transaction component led to a notable over assignment to that 

product.  In contrast, the proposed methodology properly distinguishes between the per-

transaction component and the residual component for regulated debit card 

transactions, and would have resulted in FY 2017 in approximately $27.8 M ($1 M in 

transaction fees and $26.8 M in proceeds fees) assigned to Money Orders.   

In sum, the Proposal Four modifications to the treatment of debit card fees would 

improve the accuracy of the Postal Service’s costing methods because the refined 

methodology more closely aligns with the manner in which these fees are incurred. 

 

IMPACT 

The cost impacts of this proposal by product are shown in the following table, 

comparing the distributions as presented in the FY 2017 ACR with the distributions that 

would have resulted in FY 2017 from reliance on the Proposal Four methodology.  By a 

large measure, the most significant change to the cost coverage filed in the 2017 ACR 

would be to Money Orders.  Under this proposal, the cost coverage for Money Orders 

would be approximately 107 percent, as compared to 97 percent as filed with the 2017 

ACR.  The impact on all other products, at least on unit cost basis, would be either trivial 
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or, in most instances, entirely immaterial.  Further details can be found in the Excel file 

attached to this Proposal electronically. 

 

RM2018-7, Proposal Four, Cost Impact of Proposal by Product

 CRA 

Debit Card Fees 

Proposed

Debit Card 

Fees Filed

Difference 

(Prop-Filed) RPW Volume Unit Cost

First-Class Mail Class $(000) $(000) $(000) (000) Impact 

    Single Piece Letters 3 14,643$              4,784$         9,859$            17,832,264              0.00$                          

    Single Piece Cards 4 -$               670,952                   -$                            

        Total Single Piece Letters and Cards 5 14,643$              4,784$         9,859$            18,503,215              0.00$                          

    Presort Letters 8 -$                    -$             -$               36,670,181              -$                            

    Presort Cards 9 -$                    -$             -$               2,125,273                -$                            

        Total Presort Letters and Cards 10 -$                    -$             -$               38,795,454              -$                            

    Flats 14 734$                   177$            557$               1,448,266                0.00$                          

    Parcels 19 1,558$                671$            887$               190,931                   0.00$                          

Total First-Class 80 16,935$              5,632$         11,303$          58,937,866              0.00$                          

USPS Marketing Mail

    High Density and Saturation Letters 21 -$                    -$             -$               7,093,856                -$                            

    High Density and Saturation Flats/Parcels 22 -$                    -$             -$               11,231,484              -$                            

    Every Door Direct Mail Retail 24 54$                     81$              (27)$               758,160                   (0.00)$                         

    Carrier Route 23 -$                    -$             -$               7,133,004                -$                            

    Letters 25 -$                    -$             -$               46,973,209              -$                            

    Flats 26 -$                    -$             -$               4,944,063                -$                            

    Parcels 27 -$                    -$             -$               40,582                     -$                            

Total USPS Marketing Mail 81 54$                     81$              (27)$               78,174,358              (0.00)$                         

Periodicals

    In County 31 -$                    -$             -$               516,432                   -$                            

    Outside County 32 -$                    -$             -$               4,784,313                -$                            

Total Periodicals 82 -$                    -$             -$               5,300,745                -$                            

Package Services

    Alaska Bypass Service 45 -$                    -$             -$               -                          

    Bound Printed Matter Flats 42 3$                       -$             3$                   264,493                   0.00$                          

    Bound Printed Matter Parcels 43 4$                       -$             4$                   277,594                   0.00$                          

    Media/Library Mail 44 195$                   110$            85$                 76,497                     0.00$                          

Total Package Services 83 201$                   110$            91$                 618,583                   0.00$                          

U.S. Postal Service 85 -$                    -$             -$               318,897                   -$                            

Free Mail 86 -$                    -$             -$               44,233                     -$                            

Total Domestic Market Dominant Mail 90 17,190$              5,824$         11,366$          143,394,682            0.00$                          

Special Services

    Ancillary Services

        Certified Mail 51 578$                   248$            329$               199,302                   0.00$                          

        COD 52 4$                       3$                1$                   395                         0.00$                          

        Insurance 54 239$                   117$            122$               14,759                     0.01$                          

        Registered Mail 55 13$                     13$              (0)$                 1,983                      (0.00)$                         

        Other Ancillary Services 58 408$                   135$            273$               5,129,698                0.00$                          

    Money Orders 73 27,765$              42,089$       (14,325)$         86,835                     (0.16)$                         

   Post Office Box Service 74 1,071$                1,250$         

   Caller Service 62 0$                       0$                

Total Domestic Market Dominant Services 91 30,335$              43,890$       (13,554)$         5,432,970                (0.00)$                         

Total Domestic Market Dominant Costs 92 47,525$              49,714$       (2,188)$           148,827,652            (0.00)$                         

Total Domestic Competitive Costs 192 7,905$                6,741$         1,164$            4,897,456                0.00$                          

INTERNATIONAL MAIL AND SERVICES 185 1,118$                1,115$         4$                   1,003,111                0.00$                          

TOTAL VOL VAR & PROD SPEC 198 56,549$              57,569$       (1,020)$           

OTHER COSTS 199 2,089$                1,069$         1,020$            

TOTAL COSTS 200 58,638$              58,638$       -$               


